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Headliners

 Impossible, but well done
www.universetoday.com/105557/
how-the-moon-would-look-if-itwere-at-the-same-distance-as-thespace-station/
 Felix Baumgartner’s POV
www.youtube.com/watch?
v=raiFrxbHxV0
 Gravity: Movie Review
www.slate.com/blogs/
bad_astronomy/2013/10/04/
ba_movie_review_gravity.html

The next meeting will be
held at the Manawatu Observatory at 8 p.m. on
Wednesday October 30th.
At the meeting we will listen
to an audio replay of a dissertation by New Zealand born
Professor Gerry Gilmore now
at Cambridge University about
the launch of the worlds largest digital camera into space
to render a 3D image of the

Milky Way. The £630 million

Gaia Space Telescope will
take three dimensional
pictures of more than a
billion stars in the Milky
Way in an attempt to help
astronomers pinpoint our
location in the galaxy for
the first time. The telescope will help astronomers determine the age,

size and movement of the
stars like never before
while also providing details
about what they are made
of. “Gaia is an astronomers
dream,” said Alvaro
Gimenez, director of science at the European Space
Agency, which has funded
the mission.
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Above: George Ionas, Paul Kerr and Peter Wilde were amongst a small group of members who entertained passers-by at the Harvest Festival on October 19th outside the entrance to Te Manawa
Science Museum and Art Gallery. Using Peter Wilde’s Coronado Hydrogen Alpha telescope those
who made the attempt to look were more than surprised at what they could see through such a
small telescope! As always seems to happen there were those who resisted the temptation of viewing for reasons only known to themselves!
Ian Cooper
Regarding our little success at Te Manawa above this
turned out to be a little oasis of reasonable weather in a
very poor October.. As at the time of writing (Oct 27th)
the rainfall in mm is ahead of the sunshine in hours 100 to
95. The rainfall is slightly above average while the sun is
only two thirds of normal. The real story has been the
persistent westerlies that we are all getting heartily sick of.
Bring Back the Easterlies I say!

Ian Cooper
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OUR PROSPECTS FOR SEEING COMET ISON IN NOVEMBER

Above: This chart shows the eastern horizon just before twilight and the path of Comet ISON over the 2nd half of November. Note that the
comet will always be near the horizon so a good viewing position will be required, one with a very clear horizon and no street lights to contend with either.
As we close in on the end of November and
the perihelion date of Comet C 2012 S1
(ISON) the comet should become a naked
eye object in the pre-dawn sky from mid
November we have a chance to consider
our prospects.

Firstly as you can see on the facing page
estimates of what we might expect are way
down from a year ago when some put out
the idea that this comet could be as bright
as the Full Moon (mag –12) or even more.
Sadly as often happens with comets promoted as “The Comet of the Century,” this
does not come to pass.

Comet ISON is showing signs of lacking one
of the very necessary ingredients to become
a “Great Comet,” and that is dust! This can
be seen in the photo on this page. Note the
strongly green colour , this indicates a high
gas volatility but alas very little of the essential dust.

The other thing for southern observers to
take into account over the coming weeks is
the unfavourable altitude of ISON through-

out November. If we think back to our view
of Comet PANNSTARRS back in March and
how low that was and also how close to the
twilight that comet got then one can understand the difficulties ahead in observing
ISON.

The writer hasn’t seen Comet ISON yet but
weather permitting I will be making the

effort to get up in the morning to get a
glimpse of another ‘broom star’ in our skies.
Best of luck to you all.

Ian Cooper
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Solar Report: 20/10/2013 00:00 – 02:20 UT. (13:00 – 14:30 NZDT)
I commenced observing the solar disk in
white light at approximately 20/10/2013
00:00UT (13:00 NZDT). The instrument is
a 12” (305mm) SCT on equatorially mount
with a solar filter.
The solar filter has two 100mm apertures at
opposite sides of the filter configured so
that the outer edges of each are the full
305mm apart.
This is to preserve the angular
resolution of the
305mm SCT. The
filter uses Baader
AstroSolarTM
Safety Film.
I have observed
the sun on numerous occasions, though
irregularly. On
this occasion in
white light I could
see circular, linear and dynamic
bright features
close to the limb
where the limb
darkens before
the edge. This
was a new experience for me.

try any filters at my disposal. I tried UHC-S
and OIII and both in combination before
settling on the UHC-S. Meanwhile Peter set
up his solar scope.
The UHC-S produced an exciting result.
Under the UHC-S the sun became very
faintly honeycombed all over the disk. This
had the appearance of convective cells, albe-

as a loop at D. The image in Figure 1 was
taken before my observation. George Ionas’
image was taken at 19/10/2013 21:53:33UT
(20/10/2013 10:53:33 NZDT). In Figure 1
the prominence in question is flattened.
When I observed it it had the appearance
and proportions of a small fencing staple.
Method of estimation:

B
C
D

A

Features on all
figures labelled A,
B, C and D were
all bright against the darkened limb of the
sun.
The feature indicated by A on all figures was
circular and static, but prominent against
the darkened limb.
The feature indicated by B appeared linear
and static running parallel to the edge of the
solar disk. The feature at C was largely static but changing slowly over time. The feature at D was very active and changing rapidly as observed.
I then began to try and find someone from
my local astronomical society with a solar
scope who might be able to confirm what I
was seeing in visible light.
I was able to contact Peter Wilde at
00:36UT (13:36 NZDT). Peter suggested I

it on a large scale. However, the most startling result was that the region indicated at
D on all figures, whilst indistinct and dynamic in white light became a clearly visible loop
prominence. In Figure 3 I have increased the
contrast to try and draw out the feature I
could see. The loop was very active and
visibly changing in appearance on the scale
of <1 sec.
Peter contacted me again at 01:03UT (14:03
NZDT). It took a while to translate what he
could see in the solar scope in H-alpha to
what I could see in the SCT, not least of
which because the orientation was different
between the two scopes as were the most
prominent visible features.
We were able to correlate observations.
Figure 1 shows the prominence I observed

Figure 1 H-alpha 19/10/2013 21:53:33UT
(20/10/2013 10:53:33 NZDT) - Photo
George Ionas.
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Figure 2 White light 20/10/2013
02:29:54UT (15:29:54 NZDT) - Photo
George Ionas.
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Figure 3 White light shown in figure 2 but
high contrast. Original image George Ionas.
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Crash Put Pluto’s
Moons Into Odd Orbits
A smash-up that created Pluto’s largest
moon, Charon, likely sprayed debris
four billion years ago that formed the
genesis of the other moons scientists
are spotting today, a new study concludes.
The find could explain why the satellites Styx, Nix, Kereberos and Hydra
have orbital periods that are, respectively, just about exactly 3, 4, 5 and 6
times longer than Charon’s, scientists
said.
“Any initially surviving satellites would
likely be destroyed in collisions, but
these shattered moons wouldn’t be
lost; rather, their remains would stay in
the Pluto/Charon system and become
the starting point for building new satellites,” stated the Southwest Research
Institute (SWRI), which led the study.
“In modeling the destruction of the
satellites, the SWRI study found that
there may be a method for moving
them, or their building blocks, outward,
due to the competing effects of Charon’s gravitational kicks and collisions

Ancient Mars Was a
Blast: Scientists
Find Evidence of
Martian Supervolcanoes

among the debris of the disrupted
satellites.”

Pluto’s solar system in a 2012 artist’s
conception. P4 and P5 are now called
Kerberos and Styx, respectively. Cred-

Given Charon’s large size relative to
it: NASA/John Hopkins University ApPluto (it’s a tenth of the dwarf
plied Physics Laboratory
planet’s size, compared to the EarthMoon 81: 1 ratio), its large mass
The findings were presented yesterday
could easily perturb these smaller
(Oct. 9) at the American Astronomical
moons if they got close. Also, collisions
Association’s division of planetary scibetween the debris could alter the orences meeting in Denver; information
bits “to keep things away from Charon whether the results are peeron”, the scientists said.
reviewed was not immediately availaHopefully we will learn more when the
ble.
NASA New Horizons spacecraft arrives at Pluto in 2015.
http://www.swri.org/

We’ve known for a long time that Mars
has volcanoes; after all, Olympus Mons
on the Martian Tharsis shield is the
largest volcano in the solar system.
But there may have been a more powerful menace lurking just below the red
planet’s surface eons ago. A paper just
published (though the authors first reported about it at 44th Lunar and Planetary Science
Conference)
claims to have
found evidence

of supervolcanoes on Mars.
On Earth, a supervolcano is far larger
than a regular volcano; they have huge
chambers of magma that can be dozens
of kilometers across (like underYellowstone). They build slowly over hundreds of thousands of years, and erupt
catastrophically, and can change the
landscape and climate of nearly the
entire planet.
In the northern hemisphere of Mars is
a series of craters that have been
thought to be from impacts. Mars is
littered with impact craters, since it has
little atmosphere and no running water
to erode away ancient features. But the
craters in question, most notably Eden
Patera (85 x 55 kilometers in size, or
53 x 34 miles),
An ancient supervolcano? Topography are a bit odd.
of Eden Patera; dark and blue areas The entire
area is actually
are depression, reds and yellows
lower than
higher elevations (though still lower
average, literthan the Martian average; note the ally sunken,
color bar for scale).
which is con-
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sistent with a supervolcano; once the
magma under the surface erupts out,
the ground around it collapses to fill
the empty space.
Other features make it suspiciously unimpact-like. The crater isn’t round, it
has no rim, no ejecta (material blasted
out from impact), and no central peak
(which are common in large craters,
like Tycho on the Moon). There are
substantial flows of lava around the
area, and more evidence of ancient
volcanism. Also, benches, or flattened
rings around the inside of the crater,
are present, and these are common in
volcanoes as lava lakes subside.
If Eden Patera (and several other craters seen in the Arabia Terra region of
Mars) are in fact supervolcanoes, this
changes how we see ancient
Mars. Olympus Mons, for example,
probably built itself up over eons with
big eruptions, but not catastrophic
enough that it blew itself apart. That’s
why it grew to such enormous size;
600 km (370 miles) wide and 22 km (14
miles) tall— Mars also lacks plate tectonics, so a single volcano can just sit in

one spot and grow ever larger.
But supervolcanoes explode. Gas dissolved in the magma is pressurized underground, but once it hits the surface
it expands violently, creating a massive
explosion. This would have distributed
volcanic output like ash for thousands
of kilometers across the planet. In fact,
fine-grained volcanic deposits have
been found across the equatorial regions of Mars that are most likely from
volcanoes, but no source volcano has
ever been found. Moreover, the deposits are layered, which is expected as
well from episodic supervolcano explosions. Similar
features are
seen on Earth.
It’s not certain
that these craters are in fact
supervolcanoes, but it
would explain
a lot. As we
investigate
more of Mars
we’re sure to

find features that were previously unknown, and our view of the red planet
will no doubt continually evolve. Perhaps we’ll find evidence to support this
idea of supervolcanoes; perhaps we’ll
find contradictory data. Either way, the
only way we’ll know is to keep exploring, keep looking around, and keep
learning.
http://www.slate.com/

An oblique view of Eden Patera, using the European Space Agency's Mars Express images and
elevation data.

Baby Free-Floating
Planet Found
Alone, Away From A
Star
The planetary world keeps getting
stranger. Scientists have found freefloating planets — drifting alone, away
from stars — before. But the
“newborn” PSO J318.5-22 (only 12
million years old) shows properties
similar to other young planets around
young stars, even though there is no
star nearby the planet.
“We have never before seen an object
free-floating in space that that looks
like this. It has all the characteristics of
young planets found around other
stars, but it is drifting out there all
alone,” stated team leader Michael Liu,
who is with the Institute for Astronomy at the University of Hawaii at
Manoa. “I had often wondered if such

solitary objects exist, and now we
know they do.”
The planet is about 80 light-years from
Earth, which is quite close, and is part
of a star group named after Beta Pictoris that also came together about 12
million years ago. There is a planet in
orbit around Beta Pictoris itself, but
PSO J318.5-22 has a lower mass and
likely had a different formation scenario, the researchers said.
Astronomers uncovered the planet,
which is six times the mass of Jupiter,
while looking for brown dwarfs or
“failed stars.” PSO J318.5-22′ s ultra
-red color stood apart from the other objects in the survey, astronomers said.
The free-floating planet was identified in the Pan-STARRS 1 wide-field
survey telescope in Maui. Follow-up
observations were performed with
several other Hawaii-based telescopes, including the NASA Infrared
Telescope Facility, the Gemini North

Telescope, and the Canada-FranceHawaii Telescope.
The discovery will soon be detailed in
Astrophysical Letters, but for now you
can read the prepublished verison on
Arxiv.

http://www.universetoday.com/
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Comet ISON details
emerge as it races
toward the Sun
Scientists are unraveling more information on Comet ISON (C/2012 S1)
as it continues on its journey toward
the Sun. ISON will skim 730,000 miles
(1.3 million kilometers) above the
Sun's surface November 28 and has
the potential to be readily visible from
Earth starting in early December.
"We measured the rotational pole of
the nucleus. The pole indicates that
only one side of the comet is being
heated by the Sun on its way in until
approximately one week before it
reaches its closest point to the Sun,"
said Jian-Yang Li from the Planetary
Science Institute in Tucson, Arizona.
"Since the surface on the dark side of
the comet should still retain a large
fraction of very volatile materials, the
sudden exposure to the strong sunlight
when it gets closer to the Sun than
Mercury could trigger huge outbursts
of material," Li said.
Comet ISON was imaged with the
Hubble Space Telescope using the
Wide Field Camera 3 on April 10.
“We measured the color of the coma
and found that the outer part of the
coma is slightly redder than the inner
part," Li said. "This color change is
unusual in comets and seems to imply
that the inner part contains some water ice grains, which sublimate as they
move away from the nucleus."
Comet ISON was discovered in September 2012 when it was farther away
from the Sun than Jupiter and was already active at such a great distance.
This is distinct from most other sungrazers — comets that pass extremely
close to the Sun — that are only discovered and remain visible for at most
several days nearest the Sun. At such a
close perihelion distance from the Sun,
sungrazers are expected to be intensely heated by the Sun and sublimate not
only ice but also silicates and even
metals, releasing a tremendous amount
of dust. The expectation is high that
Comet ISON will be much brighter
and more spectacular than most other

sungrazers when it puts on a show late
this year.
"As a first-time visitor to the inner
solar system, Comet ISON provides
astronomers a rare opportunity to
study a fresh comet preserved since
the formation of the solar system,"
said Li. "The expected high brightness
of the comet as it nears the Sun allows
for many important measurements
that are impossible for most other
fresh comets."
http://www.astronomy.com/

Comet ISON was imaged with the
Hubble Space Telescope April 10
using the Wide Field Camera 3,
when the comet was 394 million
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Mars orbiter granted reprieve from
government closure
Engineers returned to work on NASA's
next Mars mission at the Kennedy
Space Center on Thursday after receiving an emergency exception under federal law to continue launch preparations for a $671 million orbiter to
probe the red planet's atmosphere.
The decision keeps the Mars Atmosphere and Volatile Evolution, or MAVEN, mission on schedule for liftoff
Nov. 18 at the opening of a 20-day primary launch window.
"I learned this morning that NASA has
analyzed the MAVEN mission relative
to the Anti-Deficiency Act and determined that it meets the requirements
allowing an emergency exception," said
Bruce Jakosky, MAVEN's principal investigator from the University of Colorado at Boulder's Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics.
NASA sent 97 percent of its civil servant workforce home Tuesday after
Congress failed to pass a federal budget, only granting exceptions for activities deemed essential for the protection
of life or property.
While administrators, support staffs and

scientists were furloughed, operations
of the International Space Station in
support of its six-person crew continued this week, along with datagathering activities on the Hubble Space
Telescope and NASA's rovers and orbiters already at Mars.
But the government shutdown halted
work on missions still in development
on the ground, such as MAVEN.
Officials feared an extended government shutdown could threaten the mission's ability to launch by midDecember, the last chance to send a
spacecraft to Mars until the planets are
in the right positions again in early
2016.
With the MAVEN work stoppage lifted
Thursday, engineers lost about three
days of work on the spacecraft. But
officials with Lockheed Martin Corp.,
MAVEN's prime contractor, said last
week the mission was nine days ahead
of schedule going into the shutdown.
"Good news for us, although we're very
sensitive to the fact that there are still
800,000 government employees who
are furloughed," Jakosky told Spaceflight
Now.
Teams returned to work on MAVEN
inside the Payload Hazardous Servicing
Facility at KSC on Thursday afternoon,
Jakosky said.

After a two-day shutdown, processing work will
resume on the MAVEN spacecraft, shown here
during an illumination test at NASA's Kennedy

"We have already restarted spacecraft processing
at Kennedy Space Center,
working toward being

ready to launch on Nov. 18," Jakosky
wrote in an update emailed to reporters. "We will continue to work over
the next couple of days to identify any
changes in our schedule or plans that
are necessary to stay on track."
Jakosky said it will take a day to ramp
up activities and fully resume preparations on MAVEN.
NASA's exception for MAVEN was
granted under the guise of the orbiter's
importance as a communications replay
platform for the $2.4 billion Curiosity
rover and the venerable Opportunity
robot exploring the Martian surface.
The Mars Odyssey mission and Mars
Reconnaissance Orbiter currently provide communications support for the
rovers, but both orbiters are flying well
beyond their design lives.
"Launching MAVEN in 2013 protects
the existing assets that are at Mars today," Jakosky said. "A delay in the
launch date by more than a week past
the end of the nominal launch period,
or a delay of launch to 2016, would
require additional fuel to get into orbit.
This would have precluded having sufficient fuel for MAVEN to carry out its
science mission and to operate as a
relay for any significant time."
Scientists are also eager to launch MAVEN in time for the spacecraft's suite of
solar wind monitors, particle sensors
and atmospheric instruments to observe how the Martian atmosphere
responds to stimuli from solar activity.
MAVEN is designed to study how gases
escape from the upper atmosphere of
Mars, which could tell scientists how
the red planet evolved from a world
hospitable for life to the barren planet
of today.
"Although the exception for MAVEN is
not being done for science reasons, the
science of MAVEN clearly will benefit
from this action," Jakosky said.
"Launching in 2013 allows us to observe
at a good time in the eleven-year solar
cycle."
http://www.astronomynow.com/
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Diamond “superEarth” may not be
quite as precious as
once thought
A planet 40 light-years from our solar
system, believed to be the first-ever
discovered planet to consist largely of
diamond, may in fact be of a less exquisite nature, according to new research
led by Johanna Teske from the University of Arizona.
Revisiting public data from previous
telescope observations, Teske’s team
analyzed the available data on the exoplanets 55 Cancri e in more detail and
concluded that carbon — the chemical
element diamonds are made of — appears to be less abundant in relation to
oxygen in the planet’s host star, and by
extension, perhaps the planet, than was
suggested by a study of the host star
published in 2010.

a star that hosts five planets, has a carbon-to-oxygen ratio greater than one,”
Teske said. “This observation helped
motivate a paper last year about the
innermost planet of the system, the
‘super-Earth’ 55 Cancri e. Using observations of the planet’s mass and radius
to create models of its interior that
assumed the same carbon-to-oxygen
ratio of the star, the 2012 paper suggested the planet contains more carbon
than oxygen.”
“However, our analysis makes this seem
less likely because the host star doesn’t
appear as carbon-rich as previously
thought,” Teske said.
Observations obtained in 2010, together with simulations astronomers use to
model a planet’s interior based on data
like radius, mass, and orbital velocity,
had yielded a carbon-to-oxygen ratio
greater than one — in other words, an
alien world based on carbon instead of
oxygen as most planets are in our solar
system, including Earth.

“The Sun only has about half as much
carbon as oxygen, so a
star or a planet with a
higher ratio between
In the sky with diamonds? A so-called superthe two elements, parEarth, planet 55 Cancri e was believed to be
ticularly a planet with
the first known planet to consist largely of diamore carbon than oxymond, due in part to the high carbon-togen, is interesting and
different from what we
oxygIn the sky with diamonds? A so-called
have in our solar syssuper-Earth, planet 55 Cancri e was believed
tem,” said Teske.
to be the first known planet to consist largely

“The 2010 paper found that 55 Cancri,

of diamond, due in part to the high carbon-tooxygen ratio of its host star. Artist's concept.

Based on the previous
results, it was suggested

that the “diamond planet” is a rocky
world with a surface of graphite surrounding a thick layer of diamond instead of water and granite like Earth.
The new research by Teske and collaborators calls this conclusion in question,
making it less likely a hypothetical space
probe sent to sample the planet’s innards would dig up anything sparkling.
Teske’s group found that the planet’s
host star contains almost 25 percent
more oxygen than carbon, about midway between the Sun and what the previous study suggested.
“In theory, 55 Cancri e could still have a
high carbon-to-oxygen ratio and be a
diamond planet, but the host star does
not have such a high ratio,” Teske said.
“So in terms of the two building blocks
of information used for the initial
‘diamond-planet’ proposal — the measurements of the exoplanet and the
measurements of the star — the measurements of the star no longer verify
that.”
A so-called super-Earth boasting about
twice Earth’s diameter and eight times
our world’s mass, the “diamond planet”
is the smallest member of a five-planet
system located in the constellation
Cancer. 55 Cancri e races around its
host star at such a close distance that
one year lasts only 18 hours and its
surface temperature is more than
3000° Fahrenheit (1600° Celsius).
“With rocky worlds like 55 Cancri e,
researchers use measurements of a
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planet’s radius, mass, and density, and
basic physical equations governing the
internal structure of solid planets to
calculate possible compositions of the
planet’s interior,” Teske said.
“This planet is probably rocky or has a
large rocky component,” she said. “We
don’t really know if it has an atmosphere.”
Since astronomers can’t probe the
makeups of stars and planets directly,
they rely on indirect observational
methods such as absorption spectra —
each chemical element absorbs light at
different wavelengths in a characteristic
pattern that can be used as a fingerprint of that element. By analyzing the
absorption spectra of starlight passing
through a star’s atmosphere, it is possible to deduce what elements are present in the star’s atmosphere.
“Instead of using the same absorption
lines in the spectrum of the host star as
the previous study of 55 Cancri, we
looked at more lines of carbon and
more lines of oxygen,” Teske said. “We
find that because this particular host
star is cooler than our Sun and more
metal-rich, the single oxygen line analyzed in the previous study to determine the star’s oxygen abundance is

Spitzer sees the
light of alien
"super-Earth"
NASA's Spitzer Space Telescope has
detected light emanating from a "super
-Earth" planet beyond our solar system
for the first time. While the planet is
not habitable, the detection is a historic step toward the eventual search for
signs of life on other planets.
"Spitzer has amazed us yet again," said
Bill Danchi from NASA Headquarters
in Washington, D.C. "The spacecraft is
pioneering the study of atmospheres
of distant planets and paving the way
for NASA's upcoming James Webb
Space Telescope to apply a similar technique on potentially habitable planets."
The planet, called 55 Cancri e, falls into
a class of planets termed super-Earths,
which are more massive than our
home world but lighter than giant planets like Neptune. The planet is about

more prone to error.”
Teske, instead, relied on several different indicators of the oxygen abundance
that were not considered previously.
“Averaging all of these measurements
together gives us a more complete
picture of the oxygen abundance in the
star.”
Teske pointed out that the “diamond
planet” results hinge on the presumption that a star’s composition bears
some relation to the composition of its
planets, a notion grounded in the idea
that planets form from the same material as their host stars. However, as
astronomers discover more and more
extrasolar systems, a one-size-fits-all
formula becomes less likely.
“We still don’t know whether our solar
system is common or uncommon in
the universe,” Teske said, “because many
of the systems that we are finding have
giant gas planets closer to the star, unlike our system where rocky planets
dominate the inner orbits and gas giants occur further out.”
There are so many processes, most of
which are not fully understood, happening in a planet-forming disk that
could influence the composition of
twice as big and eight times as massive
as Earth. It orbits a bright star, called
55 Cancri, in a mere 18 hours.
Previously, Spitzer and other telescopes were able to study the planet
by analyzing how the light from 55
Cancri changed as the planet passed in
front of the star. In the new study,
Spitzer measured how much infrared
light comes from the planet itself. The
results reveal that the planet is likely
dark, and its sun-facing side is more
than 3140° Fahrenheit (1725° Celsius),
hot enough to melt metal.
The new information is consistent with
a prior theory that 55 Cancri e is a
water world — a rocky core surrounded by a layer of water in a
"supercritical" state where it is both
liquid and gas and topped by a blanket
of steam.
"It could be very similar to Neptune, if
you pulled Neptune in toward our Sun
and watched its atmosphere boil away,"
said Michaël Gillon from the University

planets. “At this point, I would honestly
be surprised if there was a one-to-one
correlation,” Teske said.
“The compositions of planets and stars
don’t always match,” she said, explaining
that in a swirling disk of dust and gas
giving birth to a star and planets, “you
can have pockets where there is a lot
of water, meaning an enhancement of
oxygen. Or places where water has
frozen out, leaving behind carbon species as the dominant gas molecules. So
the planets that are accreting gas at
those locations in the disk could be
more carbon-rich instead of oxygenrich.”
Therefore, room for uncertainty remains, according to the researchers.
“Depending on where 55 Cancri e
formed in the protoplanetary disk, its
carbon-to-oxygen ratio could differ
from that of the host star,” Teske said.
“It could be higher or lower. But based
on what we know at this point, 55 Cancri e is more of a ‘diamond in the
rough.’”

http://www.astronomy.com/

of Liège in Belgium.
The 55 Cancri system is relatively
close to Earth at 41 light-years away. It
has five planets, with 55 Cancri e the
closest to the star and tidally locked so
one side always faces its sun. Spitzer
discovered that the sun-facing side is
extremely hot, indicating the planet
probably does not have a substantial
atmosphere to carry the star’s heat to
the unlit side.
NASA's James Webb Space Telescope,
scheduled to launch in 2018, likely will
be able to learn even more about the
planet's composition. The telescope
might be able to use a similar infrared
method to Spitzer to search other
potentially habitable planets for signs
of molecules possibly related to life.
"When we conceived of Spitzer more
than 40 years ago, exoplanets hadn't
even been discovered," said Michael
Werner from NASA's Jet Propulsion
Laboratory in Pasadena, California.
"Because Spitzer was built very well,
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it's been able to adapt to this new field
and make historic advances such as
this."
In 2005, Spitzer became the first telescope to detect light from a planet
beyond our solar system. To the surprise of many, the observatory saw the
infrared light of a "hot Jupiter," a gaseous planet much larger than the solid
55 Cancri e. Since then, other telescopes, including NASA's Hubble and
Kepler space telescopes, have performed similar feats with gas giants

using the same method.

effects on the star.

In this method, a telescope gazes at a
star as a planet circles behind it. When
the planet disappears from view, the
light from the star system dips ever so
slightly, but enough that astronomers
can determine how much light came
from the planet itself. This information
reveals the temperature of a planet,
and, in some cases, its atmospheric
components. Most other current planet
-hunting methods obtain indirect measurements of a planet by observing its

During Spitzer's ongoing extended mission, steps were taken to enhance its
unique ability to see exoplanets, including 55 Cancri e. Those steps, which
included changing the cycling of a heater and using an instrument in a new
way, led to improvements in how precisely the telescope points at targets.
http://www.astronomy.com/

Telescopes large
and small team up
to study triple asteroid
Combining observations from the
world's largest telescopes with small
telescopes used by amateur astronomers, a team of astronomers discovered that the large main-belt asteroid
(87) Sylvia has a complex interior, probably linked to the way the multiple system formed.
This work illustrates a new trend in
astronomy in which backyard amateur
astronomers team up with professional
astronomers to expand our knowledge
of our solar system. The study of multiple asteroids such as (87) Sylvia gives
astronomers an opportunity to peek
through the past history of our solar
system and constrain the internal composition of asteroids. In 2005, the triple
asteroid was discovered to possess
two moons.

Artistic representation of the triple asteroid system showing the large
asteroid Sylvia surrounded by its two satellites, Romulus and Remus.
The differentiated interior of the asteroid is shown through a cutaway
diagram. The primary asteroid of the system may have a dense, regularly-shaped core, surrounding by a fluffy or fractured material. The two
moons are shown to be strongly elongated, and composed of two lobes,

The team, led by Franck Marchis from
the Carl Sagan Center of the SETI Institute in Montain View, California, has
continued to observe this triple asteroid system by gathering 66 adaptiveoptics observations from 8- to 10meter-class telescopes, including those
at the W. M. Keck Observatory, the
European Southern Observatory, and
Gemini North.
"Because (87) Sylvia is a large, bright
asteroid located in the main belt, it is a
great target for the first generation of
adaptive-optics systems available on
these large telescopes. We have combined data from our team with archival
data to get a good understanding of the

as suggested by the recently observed occultation data by the satellite
Romulus.

orbits of these moons," Marchis said.
With expert assistance from colleagues
at the Institut de Mécanique Céleste et
de Calcul des Éphémérides (IMCCE) of
the Paris Observatory, the team developed an accurate dynamical model of
the system, allowing them to predict
the position of the moons around the
asteroid at any time.
The "drop test" of this work was the
prediction of the relative positions of
the moons during an occultation Janu-

ary 6, 2013. Observers equipped with
small telescopes located on a narrow
path across the south of France, Italy,
and Greece could see the triple system
(87) Sylvia passing in front of a bright
11th-magnitude star. Such occultations
allow exquisitely precise measurements
of the relative positions and sizes of
the occulting objects.
In collaboration with EURASTER, a
group of amateur and professional astronomers, the team successfully motivated about 50 observers to watch the
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event. Twelve of them detected the
occultation by the primary of the system, which lasted between four to 10
seconds, depending on the observer's
position on Earth.
"Additionally, four observers detected a
two-second eclipse of the star caused
by Romulus, the outermost satellite, at
a relative position close to our prediction. This result confirmed the accuracy
of our model and provided a rare opportunity to directly measure the size
and shape of the satellite," said Jérôme
Berthier from IMCCE.
The chords of this occultation observations revealed that Romulus is 15 miles
(24 kilometers) in diameter with an
extremely elongated shape, possibly

Watery asteroid discovered around dying star points to
habitable exoplanets
Astronomers have found the shattered
remains of an asteroid that contained
huge amounts of water orbiting an exhausted star, or white dwarf. This suggests that the star GD 61 and its planetary system — located about 150 lightyears away and at the end of its life —
had the potential to contain Earth-like
exoplanets.
The new research findings used data
collected from NASA’s Hubble Space
Telescope, both of W. M. Keck Observatory’s Keck I and Keck II telescopes,
as well as NASA’s FUSE telescope.
This is the first time both water and a
rocky surface — two key ingredients

made of two lobes joined together like
a dumbbell. This is not surprising if the
satellite formed from the accretion of
fragments created by the disruption of
a proto-Sylvia by an impact several billion years ago.
The team derived the shape of the 170
- mile-wide (270kms) primary asteroid
Sylvia by combining data from the occultation of the asteroid with other
sources of information. These included
archived recordings of the variation of
light caused by the spin of the asteroid
and direct imaging by adaptive optics
systems. Because the satellites' orbits
do not seem to be affected by the irregular shape of the asteroid, the team
concluded that the large asteroid is
most likely differentiated. The asteroid

for habitable planets — have been
found together beyond our solar system.

likely has a spherical core of dense material surrounded by a fluffy or fractured outer surface layer.
"Combined observations from small
and large telescopes provide a unique
opportunity to understand the nature
of this complex and enigmatic triple
asteroid system," Marchis said. "Thanks
to the presence of these moons, we
can constrain the density and interior
of an asteroid without the need for a
spacecraft's visit. Knowledge of the
internal structure of asteroids is key to
understanding how the planets of our
solar system formed."
http://www.astronomy.com/

for water-rich, rocky planetary material
in any extrasolar planetary system.

Earth is essentially a ‘‘dry” planet, with
only 0.02 percent of its mass as surface
water, meaning oceans came long after
it had formed — most likely when water-rich asteroids in the solar system
crashed into our planet.

The scientists, led by Jay Farihi from
Cambridge’s Institute of Astronomy,
describe it as a “look into our future.”
Six billion years from now, alien astronomers studying the rocky remains
around our burned-out Sun might
reach the same conclusion: Terrestrial
planets once circled our parent star.

The asteroid analyzed is composed of
26 percent water mass — very similar
to Ceres, the largest asteroid in the
main belt of our solar system. Both are
vastly more water-rich compared to
Earth.

All rocky planets form from the accumulation of asteroids, growing until full
size. They are essentially the building
blocks of planets.

The new discovery shows that the
same water delivery system could have
occurred in this distant dying star’s
solar system, as the latest evidence
points to it containing a similar type of
water-rich asteroid that would have
first brought water to Earth.
Astronomers at the universities of
Cambridge and
Warwick in the
United Kingdom
say this is the first
“reliable evidence”

“The finding of water in a large asteroid
means the building blocks of habitable
planets existed, and maybe still exist, in
the GD 61 system, and likely also
around a substantial number of similar
parent stars,” Farihi said.
“These water-rich building blocks and
the terrestrial planets they build may, in
fact, be common. A system cannot create things as big as asteroids and avoid
building planets, and GD 61 had the
ingredients to deliver lots of water to
their surfaces,” Farihi said. “Our results
demonstrate that there was definitely

Artist impression of a rocky and water-rich asteroid
being torn apart by the strong gravity of the white
dwarf star GD 61. Similar objects in the solar system
likely delivered the bulk of water on Earth and represent the building blocks of the terrestrial planets.
Copyright Mark A. Garlick, Space-Art.Co.UK, University
of Warwick and University of Cambridge.
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potential for habitable planets in this
exoplanetary system.”

Previous and current astronomical observations have measured the size and
density of exoplanets but not their
composition because conventional
work was only done on planets orbiting
living stars. But the only way to see
what a distant planet is made of is to
take it apart, say the researchers, and
nature does this in a dying white dwarf
system through its extreme gravitational pull, sucking in and shredding the
surrounding material.

dwarf’s contaminated atmosphere, including magnesium, silicon, and iron,
which, together with oxygen, are the
main components of rocks. By calculating the number of these elements relative to oxygen, the researchers were
able to predict how much oxygen
should be in the atmosphere of the
white dwarf, but they found significantly
more oxygen than if there were only
rocks. “This oxygen excess can be carried by either water or carbon, and in
this star, there is virtually no carbon,
indicating there must have been substantial water,” said Boris Gänsicke
from the University of Warwick. “This
also rules out comets, which are rich in
both water and carbon compounds, so
we knew we were looking at a rocky
asteroid with substantial water content,
perhaps in the form of subsurface ice,
like the asteroids we know in our solar
system such as Ceres.”

The researchers chemically analyzed
this debris using powerful spectrograph
instruments installed on the Keck I and
Keck II telescopes to detect a range of
elemental abundances in the white

The team used the Cosmic Origins
Spectrograph aboard Hubble to obtain
precise oxygen levels in the white
dwarf’s debris, with chemical analysis
computed by Detlev Koester from the

The Sun Blasts Out
a Pair of X-Class
Flares

ously
Flares are classified by the X-ray
energy they give
off. There are
five levels of
flares: A, B, C, M,
and X, each ten
times more powerful than the
previous. Each
class is further
subdivided into
nine levels. An
X3 flare is ten
times more powerful than an M3,
and three times
as powerful as an
X1, to give you
an idea of how
that works.!
Specifically, toAnother SDO view of the 15:00 UTC flare, this time in
day’s first flare
the
near ultraviolet, which shows gas heated to 2.5 milwas an X1.7, and
lion degrees Celsius.
the second
topped out at
X2.1. These are both pretty strong.
affect us here on Earth, basically by
The last time the Sun emitted X flares
whacking the Earth’s magnetic field. Xwas in May,when it ripped out four in a
class flares can cause radio blackouts at
row.
the lower end, and even power blackouts if they are at the top of the scale.
Flares release so much energythey can

The detected water most likely came
from a minor planet — at least 56
miles (90 kilometers) in diameter, but
probably much larger — that once orbited the GD 61 star before it became
a white dwarf around 200 million years
ago.

The Sun erupted again today, blasting
out a pair of X-class flares within hours
of each other, the first such high-energy
flares since May. The image above is
from NASA's Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO), which stares at the Sun 24
hours a day to monitor activity. It
shows the second flare, which occurred
at 15:00 UTC (11:00 EDT) on October
25, 2013. The first flare blew off around
08:00.
Solar flares are caused by magnetic activity on the Sun. Super-hot plasma
(ionized gas) rises from the Sun’s interior, carrying with it a strong magnetic
field. The looping magnetic field lines
(similar to the loops you see when you
sprinkle iron filings on a piece of paper
held over a bar magnet) rises with the
gas, piercing the Sun’s surface. The
loops can get tangled up, and can suddenly “short circuit”, snapping like
springs under high tension. This releases the vast energies stored inside them
— and I do mean vast; a single solar
flare resulting from this kind of event
can be the equivalent of millions of nuclear weapons all going off simultane-

University of Kiel in Germany.
The planetary bodies such as these
asteroids that fall into and pollute this
dying star, which in its heyday was
three times heavier than our Sun, also
reveal that giant exoplanets probably
still exist in this remote and withering
system.
“In order for the asteroids to pass sufficiently close to the white dwarf to be
shredded, then eaten, they must be
perturbed from the asteroid belt —
essentially pushed — by a massive object like a giant planet,” said Farihi.
“These asteroids tell us that the GD 61
system had — or still has — rocky
terrestrial planets, and the way they
pollute the white dwarf tells us that
giant planets probably still exist there.
This supports the idea that the star
originally had a full complement of terrestrial planets, and probably gas giant
planets, orbiting it — a complex system
similar to our own.”
http://www.astronomy.com/
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They also have to be aimed at Earth; it
looks like neither or today’s flares are
in the right position to do much to us
(though if you live at high latitudes you
should keep your eyes open for aurorae anyway over the next few days). I’ll
note that our atmosphere protects us
from any direct effects, so we’ll be fine.
If the flares were big enough and Earthdirected, astronauts in space might have
to take measures to protect themselves, though, finding shelter on the
space station.
And that’s precisely why we have SDO
and so many other observatories monitoring our star. We want to learn more
about it, of course, since it’s the main
source of light and heat for our planet.
But it also can affect our modern civilization profoundly, and not always in a
positive way. We have hundreds of
billions of dollars of satellites in orbit
over Earth, and they’re at risk if the Sun
decides to throw a particularly nasty
hissy fit.
In this case — as usual —science and
self-interest overlap pretty comfortably.
If you want to keep track of what the
Sun’s doing, I suggest following Space
Weather Trackers on Facebook, and
the Space Weather Prediction Cen-

Most distant gravitational lens helps
weigh galaxies but
deepens a galactic
mystery
An international team of astronomers
has found the most distant gravitational
lens yet — a galaxy that, as predicted by
Albert Einstein’s general theory of relativity, deflects and intensifies the light of
an even more distant object. The discovery provides a rare opportunity to
directly measure the mass of a distant
galaxy. But it also poses a mystery:
Lenses of this kind should be exceedingly rare. Given this and other recent
finds, astronomers either have been
phenomenally lucky, or more likely, they
have underestimated substantially the
number of small young galaxies in the
early universe.
Light is affected by gravity, and light
passing a distant galaxy will be deflected

The GOES X-ray Flux plot contains 5 minute averages of solar X-ray output in the 1-8 Angstrom (0.1-0.8 nm) and 0.5-4.0 Angstrom (0.05-0.4
nm) passbands. Data from the SWPC Primary and Secondary GOES X-ray
satellites are shown. Some data dropouts from the Primary satellite will

ter (here in my home town of Boulder!). You’ll get plenty of fascinating
information.

http://www.slate.com/

as a result. Since the first find in 1979,
numerous such gravitational lenses have
been discovered. In addition to providing tests of Einstein’s general theory of
relativity, gravitational lenses have
proved to be valuable tools. Notably,
one can determine the mass of the matter that is bending the light, including
the mass of the still-enigmatic dark matter, which does not emit or absorb light
and can only be detected via its gravitational effects. The lens also magnifies the
background light source, acting as a
“natural telescope” that allows astronomers a more detailed look at distant
galaxies than is normally possible.

Now, astronomers have found the most
distant gravitational lens yet. “The discovery was completely by chance,” said
Arjen van der Wel from the Max Planck
Institute for Astronomy in Heidelberg,
Germany. “I had been reviewing observations from an earlier project when I
noticed a galaxy that was decidedly odd.
It looked like an extremely young galaxy,
but it seemed to be at a much larger
distance than expected. It shouldn’t
even have been part of our observing
program!”

Gravitational lenses consist of two objects: One is farther away and supplies
the light, and the other, the lensing mass
or gravitational lens, sits between us
and the distant light source and its gravity deflects the light. When the observer,
the lens, and the distant light source are
precisely aligned, the observer sees an
Einstein ring — a perfect circle of light
that is the projected and greatly magnified image of the distant light source.

Van der Wel wanted to find out more
and started to study images taken with
the Hubble Space Telescope as part of
the CANDELS and COSMOS surveys.
In these pictures, the mystery object
looked like an old galaxy, a plausible
target for the original observing program, but with some irregular features
which, he suspected, meant that he was
looking at a gravitational lens. Combining the available images and removing
the haze of the lensing galaxy’s collection of stars, the result was clear — an
almost perfect Einstein ring, indicating a
gravitational lens with precise alignment
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of the lens and the background light
source.
The lensing mass is so distant that the
light, after deflection, has travelled 9.4
billion years to reach us. Not only is
this a new record, but the object also
serves an important purpose: The
amount of distortion caused by the
lensing galaxy allows a direct measurement of its mass. This provides an independent test for astronomers’ usual
methods of estimating distant galaxy
masses, which rely on extrapolation
from their nearby cousins. Fortunately
for astronomers, their usual methods
pass the test.
But the discovery also poses a puzzle.
Gravitational lenses are the result of a
chance alignment. In this case, the alignment is very precise. To make matters
worse, the magnified object is a starbursting dwarf galaxy, a comparatively
light galaxy — it has only about 100
million solar masses in the form of stars
— but extremely young — about 10–

40 million years old — and producing
new stars at an enormous rate. The
chances that such a peculiar galaxy
would be gravitationally lensed is very
small. Yet this is the second starbursting
dwarf galaxy that has been found to be
lensed. Either astronomers have been
phenomenally lucky, or starbursting
dwarf galaxies are much more common
than previously thought, forcing astronomers to rethink their models of galaxy
evolution.
“This has been a weird and interesting
discovery,” said van der Wel. “It was a
completely serendipitous find, but it has
the potential to start a new chapter in
our description of galaxy evolution in
the early universe.”
http://www.astronomy.com

